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The meetinR YaS called to order at lO.~5 a.m.

AGENDA !TEl' 12, REroRT OF THE ECOrrOMIC AIID SOCIAL COUNCIL (A/34/52B)

1. The CHAIRMAN drew R.ttention to docU!'lent A/34/528, uhich reproduced e. letter
dated 19 September 1979 frofl the President of the Econo~c e~d Social Council to
the President of the General Assembly concernine the measures adopted by the Council
to correct the increasinBly serious problems that the Or~anization was facing in
connexion with the vol~~e. quality and timely submission of documentation, and the
steps taken by the Council to rationalize the calendar of meetings of the Council
and its subsidiary bodies.

GDIERAL DEBATE (continued)

2. Mr. CrlORNY (Council for Hutup~ Economic Assistance) noted that 1919 vas the
thirtieth anniversary of C~f&A and also the thirtieth anniversary of the Germen
Democratic RepUblic. to which he expressed heartfelt congratulations on behalf of
CMEA.

3. CI~A. whose objectives were to promote the co-ordination of efforts by the
member States to achieve socialist econonic integration, raise levels of
industrialization, foster the grovth of productive forces and eq~nlize And improve
economic standards and livinG conditions, had helped to bring about a radical
econonic and social transformation which d~onstrated the superiority of the
socialist econonic system. In the 30 years of CHEA's existence. the national
income of the member countries as n whole had increased 1.8 times and now
represented one fourth of the total national income of the countries of the world.
In addition, their industrial output represented one third of the world total.
with a per capita value three times higher than the world average.

4. CMEA had pronated a new type of relationship between countries. based on
socialist internationalism, equality. understanding, mutual benefit. respect for
the sovereignty of States and non-interference in their internal affairs. The
members of cr~EA were actively strivins for the establishment of a more just
economic order and vere exploring nev avenues for international co-operation.

5. Of particular importance in CrofEA vas the progrnmne of socialist econonic
intc~ration, vhich contained guidelines, strategies and concrete measures for the
integration of member countries and covered various questions of co-operation with
respect to the production. distribution and use of goods. It should be noted that
one of the main aspects of integration was the co-ordination of national economic
plans. which ensured an appropriate international division of labour. The joint
plan for multilateral integration arranBernents for the period 1916-1980 was a good
example of the implement~tion of jointly planned co-operation projects. The plan
had resulted. inter alia, in the construction of oil end gas pipelines. the
interconnexion of national electric pmter systens. the establishment of e. unifotTI
computing system. the construction of a cellulose plant end the creation of an
institute for nuclear studies.
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6. CflEA attached particular inportance to scientific and technical co-operation
activities, in which Bore than 3,000 organizations, institutions and universities
participated and through which more than 14,000 projects were beinG executed.
Special mention should be made of co-operation in the exploration of outer space,
whereby international teams of cosmonauts had participated in the IntercosTIos
ProGramme for 1978-1979.

7. Bhere co-operation activities designed to increase the production of member
States Here concerned, attention should be drawn to the decisive i:r!,portance of
supplies of Soviet raw materials and fuel, which the socialist countries, of
course, obtained on ~ore favourable terms th~n prevailed in the capitalist world.

8. In its 30 years of existence, Cr~A had striven to eliminate differences in
economic level among its member countries. Accordingly, it had contributed to the
proeress of industry in countries with a basically agrarian structure. For
example, in Bulgaria, where in 1950 industry had accounted for 37 per cent of
national income, the figure was now more than 50 per cent; durin~ the same period,
the share of industry in national income had increased fron 26 per cent to
53 per cent in Poland and from 43 per cent to more th~~ 60 per cent in Ro~ania.
Less developed countries like Cuba and Mongolia received assistance and support of
all kinds from the other menilier States with a view to accelerating their economic
E;rowth.

9. CMEA attached particular importance to long-term. prce;rarnmes of co-operation
among member countries, the final goal being to promote the construction of
socialism and cow~unism. During the coming decade the member countries intended,
inter ali2.-, to promote scientific and technical pro~ress in all fields, to meet
the needs of the people for food and manufactured goods and to i!rrprove transport
systems. Pith those ends in view, n[l.tional plans vere co-ordinated in CI'lEA I",nd
the new joint plan for multilater~l integretion arrangements for 1981-1985 v~s

beine forw~lated, in accordance with the tareets und objectives of the communist
parties of member countries. Some 50 agreenents on lonr,-term co-operation had
been approved, including agreements for the construction of nuclear power plants
with Soviet assistance and the rebuildinr: of internatiom',l raihmy lines. The
long-term programmes included measures in support of CubC'. And r1on~olia, nnd it was
also intended to extend that type of co-operation to Viet ~am.

10. In its efforts to promote co-operation based on eque~ity) Mutual benefit and
the strongest e.dherence to the principles of peo.ce, CMEA had B:uined vide
recognition in the interne.tional cOJrl.l'\unity, which wC'.s showinc e.n ever-increasinr,
interest in its activities. Proof of that W.'lS its reletions with non-me"'-ber
countries, such e.s Yugoslavia, the Democratic People's RepUblic of !Corea. the
Lo.o People's DeJ1~ocratic Republic, Angola and Ethiopia.. l1oreover, in accordance
with socialist principles, the members of C~ffiA supported the legitimate aspirations
of the developing countries, llhich llE'.nted to strenf,then their econOMic and
political independence. CMEA llould contribute to the uttainAent of the objectives
proclained in the DeClaration e.nd the Proera~e of Action on the Establishment of
a Pew International Economic Order.
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11. The a,~ countries maintained technical co-operation relations in basic ?xeas
of the econo~ with 78 developing countries. Such co-operation hpd made it
possible to initiate ~ore than 4~OOO projects in developing countries. of which
roughly 3.000 had already been executed; 2.500 students had been given fellowships
and o:>re than 40.oco persons from 100 Asian, African and Latin American countries
were receiving training in the CMEA countries. In 1975 co-operation agreements
had been concluded \ri th Iraq and Mexico. and joint commissions of CMEA end each of
those countries had been established to organize the co-operation involved.

12. The prestige which CMEA enjoyed internationally had been evidenced by the
participation in its thirty-third session of representatives of Angola, Afghanistan,
Democratic Yemen, the Lac People's Democratic Republic, Iraq, Mexico, Ethiopia and
Finland. A decision had been adopted at that session concerning Democratic Yemen's
participation in the York of C~~A as an observer. The Congo, Guyana and Colombia,
among others, had also indicated their desire to co-operate with CMEA.

13. As an example of co-operation with capitalist countries, an agree~ent had been
concluded with Finland in 1973 a~d was still in force. Twenty-five bilateral and
multilateral agreements on cultural, scientific and technical co-operation had been
concluded with capitalist countries.

14. The C~~A countries engaged in constructive co-operation with various economic
organizations in the United Nations system and with other international
organizations. At the thirty-third session of CMEA, willingness had also been
expressed to co-operate with the European Economic COID-"llOity on a basis of equality,
mutual benefit and mutual respect.

15. He drev attention to the efforts of CtmA to promote disarmament, particularly
nuclear disarmament, and emphasized the notable contribution made by the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics in its efforts to conclude a treaty on strategic ar~s

limitation with the United States, as veIl as initiatives to strengthen and
consolidate international detente and end the arms race.

16. The constant increase in the role of CMEA in internationul relations
paralleled the successes achieved by the countries of the socialist community in
the economic and social fields. In seeking to expand international economic
co-operation and normalize economic relations, CMEA was giving concrete expression
to its commitment to the principles of the United Ilations, namely, the peaceful
coexistence of all countries, irrespective of their social and economic systems,
with a view to accelerating progress and development and stren~thening peace.

17. ~~. XIFRA (Spain) said it was too soon to make an appraisal of the practical
icpact of the nultilateral trade negotiations held at Geneva in April. since the
tariff concessions offered by all countries were not yet known. The negotiations
had profited the developing countries in many respects, and the result had probably
been the maxicum that could be achieved in a ti~e of economic recession and
protectionist trends. It waS to be hoped that in the conin8 years those
negotiations would give an impetus to international trade. would make it possible
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to accelerate the integration of the developinG countries into the vTorld tradinr.;
system by providing a permanent leGal basis for the granting of preferences and
would lead to a more equitable multilateral system of trade. Some of the
industrialized countries had shown a l~ck of political will during the
negotiations, and the developing countries had often h2Jl to accept as a fait
accompli texts \'Thich they had not had a hand in drafting. Spain hod sie:ned the
final act with reservations, but it appreciated the difficulties involved in
negotiations which covered three fourths of world trade, in which countries with
market economies and with centralized economies participated and the purpose of
which was not only to negotiate tariff reductions but also to eli~inate

non-tariff barriers to trade.

18. The fifth session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
had not been a brilliant success. It had been unable to reach agreement on the
code of conduct for the transfer of technology, on the evaluation of the ,vorld
economic and trade situation or on structural changes in it. It was to be hoped
that the study of that subject by the Trade and Development Board would yield more
positive results; the most important thing was that the dialogue should continue.
However, in tlanila UNCTAD had achieved certain successes regarding the prograrrme
of action for assistance to the least developed countries, economic co~operation

between developing countries, and other more specific items, such as measures to
favour island developing countries, international trade in food~stuffs, the code
of conduct for liner conferences, and so on.

19. lIith regard to the last meetinc; of the COI"illlittee of the Fhole Established
under General Assembly resolution 32/174, the Government of Spain vas studying the
proposal of the Group of 77 for the holding of global negotiations and particularly
welcomed the fact that the question of energy vTas to be included. Even considering
the difficulties that would probably arise in the study of the various basic items"
and even admitting that the producers vrould certainly be unwillinG to discuss
questions of oil prices and the security of supply, apart from their purely
commercial significance, the proposal must be considered seriously and in a
constructive spirit and also in the light of its political impact. He uished to
express his admiration for the statement made in the General Assembly by the
Presiuent of Mexico in which the subject had been dealt with clearly and
imaginatively.

20. 11ith rec;ard to the new International Development Strategy, he could not feel
very optimistic after the three sessions of the Preparatory Cont'littee held in 1979.
The elements to be included in the preamble of the Strategy had been identified
and were being logically presented, but for 1980 the ComBittee still had to discuss
the whole operative part, including the Goals and objectives 2nd revievT 2-nd
evaluation. HOIvever, the atmosphere in vThi ch the neGotiations Here taking place
did not appear best designed to ensure progress in the decisive decade of the 1980s.

21. Undoubtedly, the institutional frame,Tork established since the Seconcl Horld
Har to govern international economic relations uas not suited either to the
objectives of the New International Economic Order nor to the efficient working
of the world economy. The present situation was characterized by inflation and
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irregularity of growth. The most seriously affected by that situation were the
least developed countries) the developing countries ,vi th deficits in their balance
of payments and the countries which had reached an intermediate level of
development but were suffering from similar deficits, The present international
economic system prevented many of those countries from participating effectively
in the adoption of decisions concerninc: the management of the world economy.
Hence the object of the North-South dialogue must not merely be an adciustment of
the situation but a reform of structures,

22. Poverty~ the shortage of public aid for development protectionist pressures,
the inadequacy of growth rates in many developing countries~ the growing
difficulties being faced by countries lacking their own energy resources, the
fluctuations in the prices of~ and income from primary com~odity exports, and the
fact that the benefits of economic growth were not distributed equitably among all
countries were factors making for uncertainty and instability, vmich corstituted
a problem for the world economy and a serious obstacle to any increase in
confidence for the future,

23, Hith reference to items 124 and 125, his deleE!ation dre"T the Committee's
attention to the recent meeting of the Committee of the Hhole of ECLA which had
unanimously adopted a draft resolution on the rehabilitation, reconstruction and
development of Nicaragua. Spain's bilateral assistance to that country amounted
already, in the month and a half which had elapsed since it had begun, to more
than $11.5 million. Immediate and massive bilateral assistance had also been
given to the Dominican Republic, follow"ing the hurricane that had struck that
country, He drew the particular attention of the Com~ittee to the assistance that
had been given to those two countries and to Dominica.

24, He recalled that~ as a Spaniard was now presiding over the Economic Com~ission
for Europe, Spain had participated in the task entrusted to ECE in the Final Act
of Helsinld of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. ~vhile Spain
was negotiating its entry into the European Economic Community, it had become in
1979 a full member of ECLA, was an observer in the Andean Pact and was a signatory
of an important co-operation agreement with the Latin Anlerican Economic System,
Spain understood the approach, the proposals and the legitimate ambitions of the
Group of 77 and reiterated its desire, as a country which formed part both of the
North and of the South, to help in the restructuring which would lead to the New
International Economic Order,

25. Mr, WHYTE (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said that
success or failure in grappling with the probler1s being considered in the North
South dialogue would determine whether countless millions of human beings had the
opportunity to live in decency and dignity or whether they were doomed to misery
and starvation. In the last 15 years the vTorld had indeed changed. Perspectives
and priorities had shifted; there was now greater acceptance of the fact that
population growth could be planned in the interests of economic development.
Industrialization was no longer seen as the sole key to economic take-off. There
had been a general shift of attention to agriculture, The development process and
all its complexities was certainly better understood: the mix of economic and
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social factors, how to industrialize without the worst horrors of urban slum, how
to be co:mpetitive without environmental disaster, ho\<! to match better education
with better jobs, how to provide women with more equal opportunities, and so on.
Heanwhile, the pattern of development had beCOI'le increasingly diverse. Uhile many
countries remained mired in poverty, some had achieved steady grm-Tth and the
advance of a few had been spectacular.

26. And yet the predominant impression was of how slowly the world had propressed.
Fifteen years ago when ill~CTAD had been established, there was still a basic
optimism that the world economy could generate the necessary resources and that,
irrth greater political concern and better management, those resources could be
distributed more equitably and the more flagrant economic and social injustices
could be eliminated. Now, there were action calls for the establishment of the
New International Economic Order and for a strategy for the third Development
DEcade. But at the same time there had been higher and rising levels of
unemployment and inflation, markedly since 1973-74.

27. World War 11 had united the British people in a determination to eliminate the
worst features of poverty, unemployment and social injustice. In 30 years the
British had built up a fabric of social security vThich would have rejoiced the
hearts of nineteenth century reformers. But economic depres~ion and two world
wars had eroded the United ICingdomis industrial base and accumulated capital. So
now it found itself failin~ to generate the productive resources needed to
maintain the system of social security it had created. That was why the present
United Kingdom Government was engaged in a drastic proe:r8.I'1me to regenerate the
productive process by restoring incentives and reducing bureaucracy and wasteful
government spending. Those llleasures would succeed only if the various elements of
British society, through a perception of mutual benefit, were willing to co-operate.
And until production was increased, talk of increased transfer of resources
through aid, trade and investment, was in dancer of proving empty rhetoric.

28. At the Sanle time, the United Kingdom Government was not blind to the massive
disparities between nations still of relatively great wealth and others which
existed i~ appalling poverty. It was urgent to eliminate, not on a national but
on a global scale, the more crying inequalities and injustices. A better system
of increasing, managing and distributing the resources of the world must be
constructed. That must be done by containing inflation, reducing unemployment,
developing new sources of energy, expanding productive capacity and avoiding
protectionist measures. Only by pursuing collective self-interest would it be
possible to ease the frustration and divisiveness of the present world and increase
the chances of moving towards a more stable and peaceful planet.

29. In the present period of recession, the challenge was enormous but the
achievements should not be underrated. A doubling of the capital of the World
Bank had been agreed in principle. The quotas of the International 110netary Fund
were being increased and the Supplenlentary Financing Facility had been established.
The sixth replenishment of the International Development Association was being
negotiated. There had been a considerable increase in lending under the
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the Compensatory Financinc Facility and it had recently been further liberalized,
increasine the e.!10Wlt evailable for borrowine by 6.6 billion SDRs. More flexible
guidelines on conditionality h~d been adopted to facilitate access to those new
resources.

30. It vns hard to deny that those neasures represented a considerable expansion
of the ectivities and resou~ces of the intern~tional financie.l institutions.
ElseWhere, agreement hed been reached on the fundsmentel elements of the Common
Fund, the GA1~ multilateral trade negotiations had been brouGht to a conclusion
which would benefit the developint countries, and the United fletions Conference on
Science and Technology had just re~ched a successful conclusion.

31. The United Kinedo~ wes dcternined to continue to par~icipate constructively
in the North-8outh dialogue and to york towards the establishment of a new and
better economic order that ",ould release new enereies and create more resources
for tae collective benefit of all. In doine so, the United Kingdom was mindful
that the creation of wealth must not be done at the e::pense of others. But it was
shy of new institutions, new co~~ttees, new bureaucracies, although eager to get
more rapid action where the prospects were realistic.

The meet ins rose et 11.55 a.m.




